The results of this paper are a contribution to the problem of characterizing the closed ideals in the commutative Banach algebras L'(w), where o is a radical weight function on [0, co), and multiplication is convolution. In this paper we completely determine the closed ideals in L'(w) consisting of those elements which yield compact and weakly compact operators on L'(w) under the regular representation. These ideals are shown to be standard. For certain weight functions w, we obtain a characterization of the standard ideals of L'(w) by specifying the rate of decrease of the sequence (]]f*"]]"").
In Section 2, we determine which elements g of L'(w) have the property that the map f++ g *J; L'(w) -+ L'(w), is compact or weakly compact. In fact, in Theorem 2.9 we show that for an arbitrary weight function o, an element g of L'(w) is compact if and only if it is weakly compact, and in Theorem 2.2 we show that g is compact if and only if lim,+, j? ]g(t)] w(s + t)/c~(s) dt = 0. For each weight function w, let K, denote the closed ideal of compact elements in L'(w): K, is always a standard ideal, and we identify K, in Theorem 2.7. If w(t)"' decreases monotonically to zero as t+ co, for example, each element of L'(w) is compact, but w can be found so that K, is any standard ideal, and in particular we construct a radical weight function o such that 0 is the only compact element in L'(o). In Definition 2.5, we introduce an interesting closed ideal, J,, related to K, , and in the remarks at the end of the section, we indicate a route by which this ideal might be used to construct a nonstandard ideal in an arbitrary algebra L'(w).
In Section 3, we consider the rate at which the sequence (]]f*"]]"") converges to zero for an element in L'(w). If 'u is an arbitrary commutative radical Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity, then it was shown by Allan and Sinclair in [3] that there exists an element a in U such that (JJLP~]"") converges to zero more slowly than any preassigned sequence that converges to zero. This suggests the question whether there is always a non-nilpotent element a of a radical Banach algebra '?I such that (](L$]]"") converges to zero more rapidly than a preassigned sequence that converges to zero. We show in Section 3 that this is the case for the Volterra algebra, an algebra closely related to the algebras L'(o), but that it is not the case for the algebras L1(w) themselves. In Theorem 3.2, we determine some rates of decrease of the sequence (]]f*"]]'/") that can be obtained, and in later theorems we show that this result is close to being best possible. The rate at which (]]f*"]]"") tends to zero in fact characterizes the standard closed ideals of L'(w) for certain o. It was shown by Allan in [2] that for certain weight functions cc), lim(f*"]~/w(&z))"" = 0 whenever f belongs to L'(w) with a(f) > 6. We show in Theorem 3.6 that the converse of this holds for every radical weight function o: in fact, if lim s~p(llf*"ll/w(gn))"~ < 03, then a(f) > 6 and f belongs to M,. We discuss the question whether or not "lim sup" can be replaced by "lim inf" in this theorem, and we obtain some partial results.
Some related results concerning the rates of decrease of ]]a"]("" for a belonging to a radical Banach algebra have been obtained by Esterle in [8] .
In Section 4, we use our results concerning the decrease of ]]f*"]] for f in L'(w) to determine a necessary and sufficient condition on bounded weight functions w,and o2 such that there is a continuous embedding of L'(w,) into L'(%)*
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the algebras that we shall discuss. We first collect some properties of weight functions. Throughout, we shall work on the half-line lj+, where jj+ = {x E 4: x > 0) = [0, co).
A real-valued function o defined on 4 + is a weight function if w is (Lebesgue) measurable, if w(t) > 0 (t f R+), and if w(s + t) < o(s) w(t) (s, t E & + ).
(1.1)
If o is a weight function, then log w is a finite, subadditive function on & +, and so standard results given in [ 11, Sects. 7.4, 7. 61, show that:
(9 sup o(S) < co for each compact subset S of (0, co); (ii) inf o(S) > 0 for each compact subset S of [0, co); (iii) lim inf,,, + w(t) 2 1;
(iv> lim,+, w(t)"'= inf,,, co(t)'/'.
A weight function w is bounded if sup w@ + ) < co, and it is bounded near 0 if lim SUP~+~+ w(t) < co.
A weight function w is radical if
ii; co(t)"' = 0. (l-2)
Equivalently, w is a radical weight function if info.(t)"'= 0. In this paper, we shall be concerned almost entirely with radical weight functions. Note that we do not posit that a weight function be continuous. Also, most of our results will apply to (radical) weight functions that are not necessarily bounded near 0.
It is often convenient to set 44 = ev(-v(t)) (tER+), and we write this as w = e-". Thus, if w is a weight function, then v(s) + a@> < v(s + 4 (S,tER+), and, if o is radical, then m/t + UJ as t-co. For example, if q(t) = tD or if v(t) = t (log(1 + t)) 4 for t E & +, where p > 1, then we obtain radical weight functions which are bounded near 0. If 5ROi4111-6 q(t) = (tD -1)/t for t E (0, co) (and ~(0) = 1, say), where p > 2, then e-" is a radical weight function which is not bounded near 0: this function is monotone decreasing on (0, co). If (w,) is a sequence with w, > 0, w0 = 1, and w n+,,,<~,~, (n, mEZ+), and if w(t)=wIll(tE&+), where [t] denotes the integral part of t, then w is a weight function which is not continuous. Finally, we note that there exists a weight function w with lim supt+,,+ w(t) = co and lim inf,+ w(t) = 1: see [ 11, Sect. 7.71 .
Let w be a weight function. We denote by L'(w) the set of complex-valued measurable functions on R+ such that Ir ]fl w < co. As usual, we equate functions which are equal almost everywhere. Then L'(w) is a Banach space with respect to pointwise addition and scalar multiplication and with the norm given by
The dual space of L'(w) is La(w), the Banach space of complex-valued, measurable functions g on Jj + for which ] g]/w is essentially bounded: the norm in La(w) is ]I . [loo, where II g IL = f=w {I dW4): t E !3 + I
(g E LYw)h and the duality is implemented by (j-E L'(w), g E LYW)).
Two weight functions, wi and c+, are equivalent if there exist constants m, M > 0 with mu,(t) < w2(t) <MO,(~) (t E &+). In this case, L'(w,) = L'(w,).
1.1 LEMMA. Let o be a bounded weight function. Then there is an equivalent bounded weight function, ~3, such that fi is monotone decreasing. If w is continuous, so is 6. If w is radical, then so is 6, and we can also arrange that G(O) = 1.
Proof: Suppose that sup w(&+) = M, and let w = e-", so that q(t) > -log M (t E JJ +). Define q(t) = sup v( [0, t]) (t E jj + ), and set r3 = exp(-?I).
We claim that f(s) + q(r) < q(s + t) (s, t E 4 '). For take E > 0 and choose s' E [0, s], I' E [0, t] with q(Y) > f(s) -E and q(P) > q(t) -E. Then ri(s + t) > q(s' + t') 2 tt(s') + rl(t') 2 f(s) + ri(t) -2E, and the claim follows. Thus, ~3 is a weight function which is clearly bounded and monotone decreasing.
If t' E [0, t], then
tl(O 2 W) + tto -0 2 ttw -1% w so that q(f) ,< f(t) < q(f) + log A4 and o(r) < M6(f) < Mcu(f) for f E lj +. Thus, w and fi are equivalent weight functions.
Clearly, if w is continuous, so is 8. Also, if w is a radical weight function, then 1 A G is a bounded, monotone decreasing, radical weight function with 1 A (3(O) = 1, as required.
In the results to follow, the behavior of the ratio w(t + a)/w(t) as f + 00 will play a crucial role.
Note that if w(f, + a)/w(t,)+ 0 as n + co for some sequence (f,) c lj+, then w(t" + b)/o(t,) + 0 as n + co for each b > a. Part (i) of the following lemma in the case that p = 0 is noted by Allan in [21. Proof. (i) Fix Q > 0, let w = epW, and let e-" =p, so that u E (-co, o~o] and q(f)/f -+ r~ as t + co. Suppose that there exists J < aa and t, E p + such that ~(t + a) -q(t) <A (t 2 to). Then q(to + na) < nl + ~(t,,) (n E @), and v(to + nu)/(t, + na) + A/a as n+m, a contradiction. Thus, limsup,,, (r~(t + a) -q(t)) >, aa, and so liminf,,, w(t + a)/w(t) < p'. A similar argument shows that lim SUP~,~ w(f + a)/w(t) >p" in the case that p > 0, and this is trivial if p = 0.
(ii) Let g E L'(w) and take E > 0. Choose 6 > 0 so that J't 1 g( w < E, and then, using (i), choose (s,) c jj + with lim w(s, + 6)/w(s,) = 0. Then, for f > 6, w(s, + f>/w(s,) + 0 as n + co. Since (g(f)1 w(s + f)/w(s) < 1 g(f)1 w(f), we can apply the dominated convergence theorem to deduce that lim,, I, ( g(t)1 o(s, + f)/w(s,) df = 0. The result follows. Note that, by Lemma 1.2(i), a regulated weight function is radical, and that, for radical weights, the condition requires exactly that lim s+03 w(s + [)/w(s) exists for each I > a: it is a condition on the "smoothness" of w, and not on the rate of decrease to 0. For example, if o(t)"' is eventually monotonically decreasing to zero, then w is regulated on 4 + because, for each t > 0 and s sufficiently large, w(s t t) < e(s + t) f 1 s 4s) ' e(s) (fqs + q>' < (@ •l-t>>', where 0(t) = u(,)'/'.
We shall later construct continuous, radical weight functions which are not regulated on any interval [a, CO). Let LU be a weight function, and let g belong to L'(w). For s >, 0, set (S, g>w = 0 (0 ,< f < s), = g(t -s) (12 s>-Thus, S,g is the shift of g to the right through s units. Clearly, S,g E L'(w), and S, is a bounded linear operator on L'(w) with 1) S,)( < sup I "E(T) l) : t > 0 1 < w(s).
The map s t+ S, is a semigroup monomorphism from 4' to S'(L '(CO)). The following lemma is well known. For a general gE L'(w), take E > 0 and ftZ L'(w) so that f is continuously differentiable and of compact support in (0, co), and so that l/g -fll < E. Then Thus, S,g --t S,g as s --) s0 for each g E L'(w) provided that ]( S, ]( is bounded for s in some neighborhood of so. Since (( S,(] < w(s), this is always true if so > 0. The result also holds for s0 = 0 if we specifically assume that LC) is bounded near 0. If w is monotone decreasing on (0, co), then clearly I/S,lI < 1 (s E R+h and so S,g --t g as s --, 0 in this case.
Examples show that there exist weight functions w, even with lim 5-o+ w(s) = co, for which it is not true that lim,,,+ S,g = g for every g E L'(w). However, the following weaker result, which we shall need, does hold for each weight function o. Of course, we can also define S, for s < 0: if g E L l(w), (S,g)(t) = g(t + s). However, it should be noted that, in general, S,g & L'(o) if s < 0.
We now introduce an algebra structure on L'(w). Let w be a weight function. If f, g E L'(w), their convolution product, f* g, is defined by (f* g)(O = jh -s)g(s) ds (t E P + 1. We take a bounded approximate identity in a commutative Banach algebra 2l to be a sequence (e,) c 'u with sup ]I e, )I < co such that ae, -P a as n -+ co for each a in 'I[. If U has a bounded approximate identity, then, by Cohen's factorization theorem, each a in U can be factored as a = bc for some b, c E ?I. Clearly, the sequence (n~,~,~,,l) is a bounded approximate identity for V, and the same sequence is a bounded approximate identity for L'(w) in the case that o is a weight function that is bounded near 0.
COMPACT ELEMENTS
We now identify the closed ideal consisting of the compact elements in an algebra L'(w).
Let (X, ]I . 11) be a Banach space with dual space X', let u = a(X, X') be the weak topology on X, and let U be the open unit bail in X. A bounded linear operator, T, on X is compact if T(U) is compact in (X, (] . ]I), and T is weakly compact if T(U) is compact in (X, a). See [6, Chap. VI], for example. The operator T is compact (respectively, weakly compact) if and only if every bounded sequence (x,) in X contains a subsequence (x,,) such that (Tx,J is convergent in (X, ]I . I]) (respectively, in (X, a)). Let K(X) and W(X) denote the sets of compact and weakly compact operators on X; respectively. Then K(X) and W(X) .are closed, two-sided ideals in B(X), and K(X) c W(X).
If X = L'(w) for some weight function w, then a slight modification of the example in [ 141 shows that W(X) #K(X) in this case. On the other hand, if X = L'(U) for any positive measure ,u, then the product of two elements of W(X) belongs to K(X) [6, Sect. VI.8.131. 
, is a compact (respectively, weakly compact) linear operator.
THEOREM. Let o be a weight function, and let g belong to L'(w). Then g is compact if and only if
Remarks. If condition (2.1) holds for some g # 0, then, by Lemma 1.4, the weight function w is regulated on [a, co) for some a, and so w is a radical weight function. Thus, the theorem will show that, if L'(w) is a semisimple algebra, then the only compact element of L'(w) is zero. Of course, this is immediately obvious directly because, in this case, the spectrum of a non-zero element g of L'(w) contains an open disc in c, and so g is not compact.
If w is a radical weight function, then we know from Lemma 1.2(ii) that lim inf, ~~ .I'," Ig(t)(w(s + t)/w(s) dt = 0 for each g E L'(w), so that condition (2.1) is the condition that the limit on the left-hand side of Eq. Suppose now that g is a compact element of X, and take a compact set K in X with x(s) E K for almost all s in [0, co). For n E @, define F,: K+R+by By Lemma 1.6, the map s ++ S,g is continuous on p ', and so B, is compact in X for n E N. Let m, = inf o([n -1, n]), so that m, > 0, and let L, = Co (m;'B, U (O}), where ZYA denotes the closed convex hull of a set A. By Mazur's theorem [6, Sect. V.2.61, L, is compact, and clearly x(s) EL, for n -1 < s < n. Let K, be the closure of (x(s): n -1 <s < n} in X. Then K, is compact in X (n E &). We claim that the set U,", K, is totally bounded in X. For, given e > 0, take n, E &' so that ]ix(s)]] < $6 (n > no). Then and the claim follows because Ui:, K, is compact. Now set K = (u,"= r K,)-. Then K is compact and x(s) E K for s E R+, as required. Secondly, consider the general case in which w may not be bounded near 0. It is clear that the above proof applies if we can show that there is a compact set, K', say in X such that x(s) E K' for 0 < s < 1, say. We shall prove that this is indeed true for each w. For convenience in the following proof, we assume that J]g]J = 1.
Take n E N, and let Bk = (S,g: (n + 1))' <s < n-r}, so that BL is compact. Let KL be the closure of {x(s): (n t 1))' <s < n-'} in X, so that Kk is also compact. Let K, = {Bg: 0 < 19 < 1 }, so that K, is compact in X. We now claim that K, U (I.),", Kk) is totally bounded in X. Fix E > 0. By Lemma 1.7 we may choose 6, > 0 so that /I /I s,g-g <L w(s) 4 (0 < s < 6,).
Take qEN with q-'<a&, and let U,={yEX:
(p = 0 ,..., q). Certainly, K, c tJ;=, UP. Now, for p E {0, l,..., q}, set
Since lim inf,+,+ w(s) > 1, there exists 6, > 0 so that l.J=, Z, 2 (0,6,). Let 6 = min(b,, S,), and take n, > 6-l. Then, if y E lJ,",K;, y E UP for some p E (0, l,..., q}. For choose s E (0,6) with (1 y -x(s)11 < $s, and then choose p E (0, l,..., q} with s E ZP. Now so that (1 y -pg/qJJ < E and y E UP. Thus K, U (U,"=,,K;) c Q=, UP, and it follows that K, U (lJ,"= , K',) is totally bounded in X. If K' is the closure of this set in X, then K' is compact, and clearly x(s) E K' for 0 < s < 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. The theorem clearly implies that if g is compact and h is any essentially bounded function on Zjf, then gh is compact. In particular, g is compact if and only if 1 g 1 is compact.
We shall now identify the ideal of compact elements of L'(w) as a standard ideal. Let w be a weight function. Then K, denotes the set of compact elements in the algebra L'(w).
Certainly, K, is a closed ideal of L'(w). In the next definition, we take inf0= co. Compare the characterization of K, given by condition (2.1) with the definition of J,. Clearly, K, c J,, but it does not seem to be easy to prove directly that J, c K,, and we do not know if this is always true.
THEOREM. For each weight function CO, J, is a closed ideal in L'(w).
Proof: Write 'u = L'(w). Clearly, J, is a subspace of II. Take g E J, and h E 3. Then
The inner integral involving g is bounded by 11 g/l, and it converges to zero as s + co for each t E jj+. Hence, the dominated convergence theorem shows that g * h belongs to J,. Thus, J, is an ideal in '?I.
We show that J, is closed. Take (g,) c J, with g, -+ g in L'(w), and take E > 0. Choose n E fl with [( g, -g(( < E. Then there exists so with and it follows that J, is closed, as required. If PER+, we set ug = ~t~,~). In the next theorem, we shall require the result that, if o is a radical weight function and if '8 = L'(w), then 'u * uq = M,. In the case /I = 0, this is a slight variant of (13, p. 2351 and the general case follows easily. In fact, a more general result is true: if w is any radical weight function and if fE%=L '(o) is such that J'T If(t)/ e-"' dt < co for some (T > 0, then 9.S * f = Meto. This result is proved by Allan in [2] in the case that aCf) = 0, and again the general case follows easily. An application of Allan's theorem would slightly simplify the proof of the following result, but we prefer to avoid an appeal to this rather deep result. Finally, consider the case that a, = co. If g were a non-zero element of K,, then, by Lemma 1.4, we would have aw < a(g), and this is not the case. Hence, K, = Ma_ = (0) in this case.
This completes the proof of the theorem. It is clear that, if w is a weight function with a, = co, then J, is either the zero ideal or J, is a nonstandard closed ideal of L'(w). However, we have been unable to determine whether or not J, = (0) for the example, given below, of an algebra L'(w) with aw = co. Conversely, let g E L'(w) be weakly compact. Take k E L'(o) with k bounded. We first show that k * g is compact.
Let U be the unit ball in L'(h). Since g is weakly compact, it follows from the Eberlein-Smulian theorem 16, Sect. V. By Theorem 2.7, K, I> MaCkag, for each bounded k E L'(w). By taking such a k with a(k) = 0, we see that K, 3 Matgj. In particular, g is compact.
This completes the proof of the theorem. A special case of the above is easily seen: if w is a weight function bounded near 0, so that L'(o) has a bounded approximate identity, and if every element of L'(w) is weakly compact, then every element of L'(W) is compact because it is a product of two other elements of L'(o).
We summarize some of the results that we have obtained. Proox Throughout, we identify a function with its graph in 8'. By increasing r,r,, if necessary, we can suppose that q0 is continuous on [ 1, co) and that qJt)/t -+ co as t + co.
We shall inductively construct a sequence (Pk: k = 0, 1, 2,...,) of points in 8' so that P, = (0,O) and, if P, = (x,, yk), so that xk+ , > xk, and we shall define the continuous function 11 successively on [xk, xk+,] to join P, and P k+, . If q(s), q(t) have been defined, and if s # t, write y = m,,,x + c,,~ for the straight line passing through (s, q(s)) and (t, q(t)). The inductive hypotheses are that, for each k in N: We take P, = (1, yr), where y, > qO(I), and let q(x) = y,x for O<x< 1. Then (i)-(v) are satisfied for k = 1 (with x0 = s,, = 0 and x, = 1). Now suppose that PO,..., P, have been constructed and that v has been defined on [0, xk] to satisfy the inductive hypotheses. Clearly, xk > k. We give the construction of Pk+ 1 = (xk+ , , yk+ r ), and the definition of q on (xk, xk+l 1.
(i) yk > m&& + cS,I (s, t < xk, s # t); (ii) ~(s)+~(t)<~(s+t)
Choose mk so that mk Z sup MS.,: S,t<Xk, sft) (2.2) and so that mkt+yk>tJo(Xk+f) (OGtt2k).
This is possible because ?,I,, is continuous and because y, > qO(xk). For x2x,, set vl(+mk(x-xk) + Yky
Then If,(x) > Q,(X) (xk <x < xk + 2k). Also, ]IZ(x, + k) = tti(xk + 2k). Set sk = xk + k and let Pi = (sk, q&k)). We define q(x) = qz(x) (xk < x ( Sk), we set qtx) = tlbk) + ?tx -sk) (Sk < x < sk + k), and we take PC = (sk + k, q(s, + k)). Thus, the curve from P; to P; is a translation in p* of the curve from P, to (k, q(k)) by the action (x, y) t+ (X + Sk, .Y + q(sk)). Note that V(X) > V,(X) > rl&) (xk <X < xk + 2k), and that q*(x) > q(x) (sk < x ( xk + k), using condition (2.2). We now choose a point Pk+,=(xk+,,yk+,) so that x,+,>x,+2k, so that Pk+, lies on the line y = t/*(x), and so that the straight line from Pi to P k+, lies above the curve y = ?,Q(x) on the interval ]xk + 2k, xk+ r 1. This is clearly possible if we take xk+r sufficiently close to xk + 2k. Let this line from Pi to P,, , define the function q on the interval [xk + 2k, xk+ ,I. Note that the slope of the line is greater than 2mk, and that Certainly, q is a continuous function on [xk, xk+, ] joining the points P, and Pk+l. We must verify that conditions (i)-(v) hold with k replaced by k + 1. Conditions (iii), (iv) and (v) are immediate.
For (i), if s, t < xk + 2k, the gradient of the line joining (s, q(s)) and (t, q(t)) is at most 2mk, and this line coincides with the straight line through P, and P;, or meets it at a point to the left of Pk+, . On the other hand, if t > xk + 2k, say, then the line joining (s, q(s)) and (t, q(t)) coincides with the line from P" to P or meets it at (C, r](t)) and has smaller gradient. It follows thatIlin eacvyase, y,,, >ms,rxk+, +c,,~ (s,t<xk+,, sft).
To prove (ii) for s + t < xk+,, first suppose that s, c ,< xk (and that s + t > xk). If c,,, > 0, suppose that s < t. Then q(s) + q(t) < m,,,(s + t) < m&s + txk) + y, < q(s + t). Secondly, suppose that, say, t > xk. Now the translation of the curve from P, to (xk+, -t, q(xk+, -t)) by the action (x, y) b (x + 6 Y + tl(rN is nowhere strictly above the curve v on the interval [t, xk+ 1 ] : this holds because the gradients of the lines from Pk to PL and from Pi to Pk+, are both at least 2m,,, and because the curve q on the interval Is,, sk + kJ is also a translation of an initial portion of q, so that we can use the inductive hypothesis in the case that t E [sk, sk + k]. It follows that q(s) + ~(1) < q(s + t) in the case that t > xk, and hence (ii) is proved in all cases. This completes the inductive construction, and so the continuous function q is defined on 8 +. It is clear that (a), (b), and (c) are satisfied. To verify that (d) holds, fix a > 0 and take it > a. Then, for k > n, 2.12 THEOREM. Let w0 be a given weight function bounded near zero, and let a be given with 0 < a < 00. Then there is a continuous radical weight function w such that L'(q) is continuously embedded in L'(o) and so that K,, the ideal of compact elements of L'(w), has the form M,(w).
ProoJ If a = 0, this is straightforward. We prove the result in the case that a = co; slight modifications of the above lemma will lead to the result in the case that 0 < a < co.
Let LO,, = e-"o, and take a function r] on Zj + to satisfy the conditions specified in Lemma 2.11. Let w = e-". Then clearly (0 is a continuous, radical weight function and L'(w,) is naturally continuously embedded in L'(w). Condition (d) of Lemma 2.11 shows that w is not regulated on any interval. Thus, a, = co, and the result follows from Theorem 2.7(i).
Remark. Let o0 be any weight function, and let w be as described in the above theorem. Let J= g E L'(q): lim I ds + ') dt = 0 4s) I.
Then J is a closed ideal in L'(w,), and either J = (0) or J is a non-standard ideal. Thus, if J# {O), we obtain a non-standard idea1 in an arbitrary algebra of the form L'(q). Although this seems to be unlikely, we cannot exclude the possibility that J is a non-standard closed idea1 in L'(w,).
NORMS OF POWERS OF ELEMENTS
Let 'u be a commutative radical Banach algebra, so that I] an)l"' + 0 as n + co for each a E ?I. It was shown by Allan and Sinclair in [3] that if 'u has a bounded approximate identity, then ]]#]lvn may tend to zero arbitrarily slowly: for each sequence (A,,) with 1, -+ 0, there exists a in 'u such that J]u~]("~/A, + CL,. As we remarked in the Introduction, this suggests the question whether there necessarily exists a non-nilpotent element a of 'u for which I] a" I] 'In tends to zero arbitrarily rapidly. We first show that, for the Volterra algebra, this is indeed the case. SubsequentIy, Esterle [7, 8] has shown that if 9I is any commutative separable radical Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity and such that the nilpotent elements of ?I are dense in U, then, for every sequence (1, Throughout the remainder of the paper, we 'write f*" for the n th power of an element f which belongs to either V or to an algebra L'(w). (n E N>.
ProoJ Let f = cg, fijxj, where cpi> c (0, 1) is a decreasing sequence to be specified, and where xj is the characteristic function of the interval (l/G + l), l/j]. Then f E V and a(f) = 0, so that f is not a nilpotent element in V and V J f = V.
Fix n E &, and set f, = cj"=,pjXj, f, = JJJz: PjXj, SO that f=f, + f,, lIf,II + Il"fll G 13 and a(f2) = I/n. Then f*"=fT"+nfT'"-"*fi+...+nf~*ff:("-" (n EIY) (3.1) because f T" = 0. Hence, II f *nlJ < 2" I( f, I). But clearly 1) f, II </I,. Thus, by choosing (13,) to be a decreasing sequence in (0, 1) with 2jpj < lj for each j E Iv, we obtain the required element f of V. We now consider the more interesting question concerning the behavior of the sequence I]f*"lll"' for f in L'(w). We shall show that, for the algebras L'(w), there do not exist non-zero elements f of L'(w) such that ((.f*" Ilun tends to zero arbitrarily rapidly, and we shall obtain a lower bound on this rate of decrease in terms of a(f). That some lower bound exists for certain algebras of the form L'(o), and, more generally, for some other abstractlycharacterized Banach algebras was independently noted by Esterle in 18, Sect. 4).
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We first determine, in Theorem 3.2, some rates of decrease that can be achieved, and in our main result, Theorem 3.6, we shall show that these rates are close to the best possible.
3.2 THEOREM. Let co be a bounded weight function, and let (A,,) be a sequence of positive real numbers such that 1/n -+cc as n+c0 for each 6 > 0. (ii) If K > 0, there exists g in L'(w) with a(g) = K, with supp g c [K, K + 11, and such that /I g*"jl < w(Kn) A,, (n E Iv).
ProoJ By Lemma 1.1, we can assume that w is monotone decreasing on &it.
(i) Again, let f = Cg, /Ij;ri, where (/3,) c (0, 1) is a decreasing sequence, to specified. Then f E L'(w) with a(f) = 0 and supp f c [O, 1 ] . For k E fl, let f, = Cim,k/JjXj and let f2 = J$: pjxj. Then, in this case, Eq. (3.1) holds on [0, n/k] f or each n E 8 because f f"(t) = 0 for t > n/k. Thus Jyk I f *n] < 2"pk, and so Hypothesis (3.2) shows that we may choose Pk E (0, 1) so that vk) is decreasing and so that 2n8k0 (n E 47.
In this case, (If*"ll=~~If*"lw
for nE&, and we have the required function J (ii) Let g = S,f. Then a(g) = K and supp gc [K, K + 11. Also, for n E N, IIg*"II =I::"" Proof: The result holds for n = 1. Suppose that it holds for n, and let I E (0, n + 11. If T= maxJ$ -n, 01, then If *'"'"(t)l~lllf*"(t-s)llf(s)lds 0 "(nil)! : I (n-t+s)"-'ds < * (n + 1 -t)". Thus, the result holds for n + 1, and the lemma follows by induction. In the remainder of this proof, write [a,, a, ,.,., uk-,] to denote an upper triangular k x k matrix (a,,,) , where u~,~ takes the constant value u, on the diagonal q -p = m (m = 0, l,..., k -1). Now, for the above matrix A(n*k), successively subtract row j -1 from row j for j = k, k -l,..., 2. Then subtract the new row j -1 from the new row j for j = k, k -I,..., 3, and continue. We see that ACnqk) is row-equivalent to a matrix of the form a,, aI ,... 
We claim that, in our case, 6, = 1 and
To see that Eqs. To obtain the inverse of A(n*k) from the inverse of ]a,, a,,..., akp, 1, it is clear that we must add column j to column j -1, first for j = k, then for j = k and j = k -1, and eventually for j = k, k -l,..., 2. Thus, if B(n3k' = (b, J is the inverse of A (2n')k-'/(k -l)!.
(n,k), it follows that C&, lb,,,/ < 2k-' sup/b,/ < Now g=B (nVk)h, and, in particular, we see that ProoJ The equivalence of (a) and (b) is well known: a proof is given in [ 21, Lemma 1. Since 4pf is certainly a function of exponential type on {x > 0}, the equivalence of (b) and (c) follows from [4, Theorem 6.2.41, using Eq. (5.1.1) of that reference. Proof. Throughout the proof, we set o = eeV, so that v satisfies Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5).
Assume that condition (3.6) holds and that E > 0 is given. Then it sufftces for the result to prove that a(f) > (1 -e) 6.
(3.7)
We first claim that it is sufficient to prove that (3.6) implies (3.7) for any one 6 with 6 > 0 (where 6 may depend on E) and for each radical weight function o. For suppose that the implication holds for some 6, > 0 and each such w, take 6 > 0, and take f E L'(o) so that f satisfies (3.6). Let y = 66;', let j'(z) = yf(yt), and let (3(t) = w(yt) for t E p'. Then 15 is a radical weight function and 3 E L'(G). Clearly, f t+ x L'(o) + L'(G), is an isometric isomorphism, and so, if we denote by )I . 11 -the norm in L'(G), we have lim sup
By our supposition, a(f) > (1 -E) 6,. But a(f) = ya(f), and so the result holds with this 6. This establishes the claim.
We now choose 6 E (0, I) so that
We shall prove that (3.6) implies (3.7) in this case, and so we now suppose that, for some K, E 4 +, II f*"ll< w4~n) (n E 49. By replacing f by f * g, where g E L'(o) and a(g) = 0, we may suppose that f is continuous on 4 +, and, by multiplying f by a positive constant, we may suppose that llflj < 1 and that sup{1 f(t)l: O< t < 1) < 1. the supremum is finite because q satisfies (1.5). Choose n E fl so that 8n < t, and Bn+l>t,, and then choose a E (0, 1) with r(fh + a)/(& + a) > x. Note that n and Q depend on x and that n + co as x + co. If t E [0, to], then q(t) -xt < 1, and, if t E [to, en), then q(t) -xt < 0. Hence ew(rlW -4 < e (t E lo, en)).
By (3.10), we see that, with our choice of n, J,(x, n) < e I en Ifl"(t)lo(t) dt. By (IS), n log K, < $cv(Bn + a) for n sufficiently large, and so J,(x, n) < exp( -(1 -+E) rt(8n + a)).
Finally, v(en + a) > &zx, and so, for sufficiently large x, we have specified a corresponding value of n such that This completes the proof of the theorem. We do not know whether or not condition (3.6) can be replaced by the condition "lim inf (]]f*"]]/o(&))"" < co" in the above theorem. This is unlikely to be true for every radical weight function, but it may be rather interesting for weight functions w which satisfy condition (3.13) say, given below. We discuss this point again later.
The converse of Theorem 3.6 for certain weight functions is given by Allan in [2, Lemma 61. We slightly reformulate the proof, and clarify the conditions on the weight function that are required. Then f*n= sdg*") = s8 0 SGtn-lj(g*n)7 and so II f"" II = II SBcn-dg*'Y18 G C,w(~n)ll g*%.
The result follows. Note that if we merely assume that the space Ygr which was specified in the above proof, is an algebra, then it follows easily that Y-S is a Banach algebra with respect to a norm equivalent to 11 . )16. If w is a radical weight function, then Yms is a radical Banach algebra. However, the supposition that KS is an algebra is not essentially weaker than (3.13): it implies (3.13) at least if w is continuous.
Condition (3.13) may be satisfied by weight functions which are not bounded near zero. It is easy to see that (3.13) holds for LL) if w = e-" and v = )I~ + q2, where vi is differentiable with n; monotone increasing on [S, co), and where q2 is bounded on [a, co). Thus, the condition is satisfied for the radical weight functions given by n(t) = t4 or n(t) = t(log(1 + L))~, where p > 1, or by q(t) = (t4 -1)/t, where /I > 2, for example.
We have obtained the following result. Let R, = (f E L'(o): lim(JI f *"~~/~(6n))"" = 0). The above theorem shows that, for certain weight functions w, R, can be identified with M,. In particular, R, is a closed ideal in L'(W) in these cases. It is not obvious from the definition that R, is either a linear subspace of L'(w), or that R, is closed.
Although, as we have remarked, we do not know whether or not we can replace (3.6) by the condition that lim inf (11 f *"ll/w(&z))"" = 0, we do have the following results. The first seems neither to imply nor to be implied by Theorem 3.6. Proof. We shall show that adf) > 1: a slight variant of the argument shows that, for each NE &, a(f) > N, and so we shall conclude that a(f) = 03 and that f = 0, as required.
By Lemma 1.1, we can replace o by an equivalent weight function which is monotone decreasing, and we shall suppose that we have done this.
The hypothesis is that there exists an infinite subset, say &', of fl and a constant K, E B such that llf*"ll < 4'4vrJ (n E N'). (3.15) As in the proof of Theorem 3.6, we can suppose that f is continuous on B+, that llfll < 1, and that sup(lf(t)l: O<t<l}<l.
We again set l-1 = fx[O,ll~ f* = fX,l.rn)~ as in Lemma 3.4. We have to show that f, = 0, and so, to obtain a contradiction, we suppose that f, # 0.
Let ( Since qi,/(n!)"" + 0 as n + co, we have, for suffkiently large n E @, and so (3.16) for any sequence (4,) satisfying the specified conditions.
We now consider the sequence (v/J. We sometimes write v(k) for v/k' If we replace v/~ by infly,: n <m), then (3.14) still holds, and so we may suppose that (w,) is a monotone increasing sequence. Set m, = 1, and then successively choose integers mJ such that mj > 2mj-, + j and w( [mj/j]) > jz (j E a{ 1 }): this is clearly possible because w,, -+ co. Now define a sequence (4,) by setting 4, = [n/j] for n E {mj,..., mj+l -l}. The following properties of the sequence (4,) are easily checked: (9 9, E {I,..., n} (n E N); (ii) #Jn -+ 0 as n + co; (iii) @,) takes each sufficiently large integral value; (iv) 4" VU">/ n-+co asn+co. By (i) and (ii), Eq. (3.16) applies for this sequence @,), and, by (iii), the range of (4,) includes r. Thus, Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16) imply that, for infinitely many n E N, Let w = eeV. Then for infinitely many n E N, where K, is a constant. Now, by (iv), 4, ~(4,) > 2n for n sufficiently large, and so, for infinitely many n E w, a contradiction of the supposition that o is a radical weight function.
This concludes the proof of the theorem. We can draw a partial conclusion from the hypothesis, weaker than both (3.6) and (3.14) , that lim inf (]]f*"]]/w(&))"" < co. The result was suggested by Esterle. ProoJ Again, we shall suppose that w is monotone decreasing. We can also suppose that ]]f]] < 1. Write U = L'(w).
The hypothesis is that there is a strictly increasing sequence (nj) c iy and a constant c with c > 1 such that Ilf*"jll < c"jw(bnj) (j E N).
Fix p E &' and y E (0,s). Then we claim that there is a sequence (mj) c N (where (mj) depends on p) such that, for sufficiently large j E Iv, I/ f*p"jll < CPmiCO(JIJU?lj).
To see this,
. Also, pmj < nj + p, so that pymj < 6nj for j sufftciently large, and in this case w(6nj) < w(pymj). Thus, the claim holds. Now take g E flF= I 2l * f *p. For each p E @, there exists gp E ?I with g=g, I f*". Thus, )I g*mjll < cpmj II gp*"JI14PYmj)9
and so, for each p E 8, This completes the proof of the theorem. These corollaries are merely reformulations of the theorem. The first may be compared with Theorem 3.2. The second gives another possible method of constructing non-standard closed ideals in L'(W), but we have been unable to construct such a function f,: it is easy to see that such an f, cannot satisfy either the condition that fo(t) > 0 (t E &+) or (using results of [2] ) the condition that l? Ifo(t)l e-"'dt < 00 for some u > 0.
HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN ALGEBRAS
In this final section, we use some of the above estimates to determine when there is a continuous homomorphism between two radical algebras of the form L'(w). is bounded sequence.
Proof Throughout, we let w, = e-"I, w2 = eWq2. By Lemma 1.1, we can suppose that CL), and q are monotone decreasing.
Suppose first that (c) holds. The hypothesis is that for some constants K, M > 1. Since n*(n) + co, nl(n) < 2n,(Kn) for n > n,, Then II g*"ll< llOllllf*"Il~ ll4lq (n/w,,) (n E &T), and hence, using Finally, we note that, if wi and o2 are any two radical weight functions, then there is a (discontinuous) embedding of L'(w,) in L'(q), at least if the continuum hypothesis is assumed. This result is a consequence of a theorem of Esterle proved in [7] , and discussed in [5, p. 1741.
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